
Recycled 
Original and 1875 Series 

National Bank Note Plates 

to Successor Banks with the same Title 

OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE 

Some plates were recycled for use by a new bank having an identical title as its predecessor during 

the early national bank note era. These situations came about through a reorganization of the original bank 

that culminated with its liquidation and replacement by the successor. The reuse of the plates was an 

economy measure on the part of government that involved minor alterations rather than fabrication of 

entirely new plates. 

This practice occurred during the Original Series when the bank note companies were making and 

serving as custodians of the plates, then was carried forward by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing when 

the Bureau took over those functions to produce the near look-alike Series of 1875. Thirteen recycled plates 

spread between seven reorganized banks were involved. The practice of recycling plates ceased when the 

Series of 1882 come on line. Thereafter new plates were made for successors. 

A total of 172 banks during the note-issuing era used titles that exactly duplicated a predecessor. 

Both the predecessor and successor banks issued notes in 169 of these pairs. Only one bank issued in the 

other three. All are classified and listed in Chapter L16. 

The seven banks treated in this chapter are a small subset of this larger group. The thing that 

uniquely distinguishes these seven is that some or all of the plates used to print notes for the predecessor 

were recycled for use to print notes for the successor. This practice had a serious downside in that it led to 

serious sorting problems when the notes were redeemed because the sorters had difficulty crediting the 

notes to the correct bank, an issue developed in detail in Chapter Q2. 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the recycled plates. 

NORWICH, CONNECTICUT 

Two First National Banks of Norwich, Connecticut, were chartered during the Original Series. This 

occurred when the first was liquidated as the bankers reorganized it and obtained a new charter for the 

successor in 1864. The Comptroller of the Currency authorized the two plates that had been made for the 

earlier bank to be recycled for use by the successor. See Table 1. 

The first of the First National Banks of Norwich was chartered August 18, 1863 and received 

charter 65. It was the second national bank in the country to reorganize, but the first to reuse the original 

title. The explanation for why the bankers reorganized is unknown to me. They liquidated their first bank 

on May 2, 1864, and received the charter for the second on June 6, 1864. The new bank was given charter 

number 458. 

Two Original Series plates were made for charter 65, a 10-10-10-10 and 20-20-20-100. Only the 

10-10-10-10 was used before the bank was liquidated. 250 sheets were delivered to the Comptroller from 

it January 18, 1864 bearing bank and Treasury sheet serials 1-250, 38205-38454 red. The entire $10,000 

printing was sent to the bank but the notes never circulated. Instead, the bankers returned them to the U. S. 

Treasurer when they liquidated the bank. 

The Comptroller authorized the alteration of both plates for use by charter 458. The only item that 

had to be changed was the plate date from November 2, 1863 to June 8, 1864. The Treasury signatures 

remained Chittenden-Spinner because those signatures were current on both plate dates. This work was 

carried out by the American Bank Note Company. 

Original Series printings from the two plates were made for charter 458, as well as from new 1-1-

1-2 and 5-5-5-5 plates. 

Next, the 5-5-5-5, 10-10-10-10 and 20-20-20-100 plates were altered into Series of 1875 plates by 
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the Bureau of Engraving and Printing after they were turned over to the Bureau from the bank note 

companies. The alterations consisted of adding the “Printed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing” 

statements and updating the Treasury signatures to Allison-Wyman whose signatures were current when 

the plates were altered. All else remained unchanged including the June 8, 1864 plate date as was customary. 

Series of 1875 printings were made from the three altered plates, but no 20-20-20-100 sheets were 

sent to the bank. As fate would have it, the 250 Series of 1875 20-20-20-100 sheets printed for the bank 

were the only sheets of that combination ever made in the Series of 1875. They bore bank and Treasury 

sheet serials 1-250 and A1-A250, and were delivered to the Comptroller’s office on July 10, 1877. They 

were canceled after the bank was extended in 1884. 

The notable thing about the first of the Norwich banks was that its entire issue was canceled when 

the bankers returned their one and only shipment of 10-10-10-10 Original Series sheets to the Treasury 

upon liquidating. Thus, collectors were deprived of the opportunity to collect a note from the bank. 

Jess Lipka acquired a $10 Original Series proof from the 10-10-10-10 plate made for the bank and 

showed it off in the June 2015 Bank Note Reporter. Now numismatics at least has the fabulous $10 proof 

as an unexpected representative from the bank. I immediately requested a scan so I could mate it with a 

scan from the Smithsonian 458 proof. That pair is illustrated here as Figure 1. 

Original Series proofs of any denomination from any bank are decidedly rare. It was chance that 

one from the first Norwich bank was saved. 

Figure 1. Pair of proofs from a recycled plate. Top is the Original Series proof for 

charter 65. Bottom is the Series of 1875 proof for charter 458. The intermediate 

Original Series version of the plate for charter 458 carried Chittenden-Spinner 

signatures and a plate date of June 8, 1864. Imagine trying to sort the Original Series 

notes for charters 65 and 458 to the correct redemption account before they started 

printing charter numbers on the notes. At least in the case of this bank, this problem 

was a mule point because all the notes for charter 65 were redeemed as one batch by 

the bankers. Top photo Jesse Lipka, bottom National Numismatic Collection. 
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The reported Original Series notes from successor charter 458 consist of a few aces and a lone 

deuce. No Series of 1875 notes are in the census. 

OTHER RECYCLED PLATES 

All the recycled plates that were made for the cases where the predecessor and successor banks had 

the same title are flagged on Table 1. The banks listed on this table are from tables listing liquidated national 

banks in the 1883 annual report of the Comptroller of the Currency (Knox, 1883, p. CXL-CXLVII). 

The recycled plate combinations were identified in a number of ways, primarily by comparing 

predecessor and successor proofs to determine if the plate margin markings were identical, but also using 

the vignette varieties on Orig/1875 $5 plates to determine when they were made, information from plate 

ledgers, etc. 

Recycling of the Original Series plates involved updating the plate date. The Treasury signatures 

also were updated, if necessary, to the officers whose signatures were current on the new plate date if the 

alteration was carried out by the bank note companies or to the officers who were current when the plates 

were altered into Series of 1875 plates at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

There was one surprise on the list. The First National Bank of Indianapolis, which is from the 1883 

Comptroller listing as a recycled title, is included on listing on Table 1. However, distinctive plate margin 

markings on the respective Series of 1875 plates for charters 55 and 2556 reveal that all the plates used by 

2556 were new plates prepared at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. What is interesting is that those 

plates were made as virtual look-a-likes to the last detail revealing that they were made from bank note 

company rolls except, of course, for the plate dates and Treasury signatures, which had to be changed. The 

act date in the lower borders of the $5s also were updated to 1864, as was appropriate on the 2556 plate. 

A singularly unusual situation developed when The Richmond National Bank, Indiana, was 

reorganize in 1873. Instead of canceling the existing unissued sheets printed for charter 1102 and ordering 

new printing for 2090 beginning with sheet serial 1 for each of the plate combinations, the Comptroller’s 

Table 1. Recycled plates from predecessor to successor national banks with the same title during 1864-1882.
Only the plates flagged in yellow were recycled.
All pairs of predecessor and successor banks having identical titles from the 1864-1882 period are listed.
This listing is arranged in order of the chartering of the successor banks.

Data for Predecessor Bank: Data for Successor Bank:
Sheet 1st Orig Sheets 1875 Sheets 2nd Date Orig Sheets 1875 Sheets

Combination Bank Issued Issued Bank Chartered Issued Issured
CT Norwich The First National Bank 1-1-1-2 65 458 Jun 6, 1864 1-7440

5-5-5-5 1-11650 1-3483
10-10-10-10 1-250 1-9600 1-3612

20-20-20-100a 1-1481 1-250 
NY Utica The First National Bank 1-1-1-2 120 1395 Jul 7, 1865 1-11660 1-5000

5-5-5-5 1-10500 1-14250
10-10-10-10 1-500 1-11375 1-7648

20-20-50-100 1-500
IN Richmond The Richmond National Bank 1-1-1-2 1102 1-9900 2090 Mar 5, 1873 9901-14400b 1-2000

5-5-5-5 1-10425 10426-13000c 1-12450
10-10-10-20 1-8148 1-1210, 1853-2712

NY Rondout The First National Bank 1-1-1-2 34 1-5000 1-4434 2493 Oct 18, 1880
5-5-5-5 1-6725 1-3499 1-17099

10-10-10-10 1-7000 1-2529 1-19709
20-20-20-50 1-1050 1-730 1-5231

OH Granville The First National Bank 5-5-5-5 388 1-1500 2496 Oct 25, 1880 1-1605
10-10-10-20 1-1300 1-202 1-326

IN Huntington The First National Bank 5-5-5-5 145 1-4000 1-4030 2508 Mar 3, 1881 1-6948
10-10-10-20 1-1600 1-662

IN Indianapolis The First National Bank 1-1-1-2 55 1-6000 1-2000 2556 Sep 1, 1881
5-5-5-5 1-7500 1-4135 1-500

10-10-10-20 1-18500 1-830 1-400
50-100 1-1975 1-814 1-400

MI Pontiac The First National Bank 1-1-1-2 434 1-2200 2607 Jan 3, 1882
5-5-5-5 1-3350

10-10-10-20 1-2040 1-1380 1-2603

a. 20-20-20-100 plate made but never used for 65; none issued from Series of 1875 printing for 458.
b. 9901-12400 printed for charter 1102.
c. 10426-11000 printed for charter 1102.
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office shipped them to the new bank until they were consumed. The affected sheet serial numbers were 1-

1-1-2 9901-12400 and 5-5-5-5 10426-11000. Some if not all of those sheets were shipped before charter 

numbers were overprinted on the sheets. Then, once the old sheets were gone, the Comptroller’s office 

ordered successive printing stepping off in serial number order from the old sheets. The question is how 

could the perennially overworked sorters in the redemption division determine how to credit those notes to 

the proper bank when they came in without resorting to looking at the serial numbers? 

Some of the successor banks listed on Table 1 eventually required a duplicate plate that resulted in 

a new plate made at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The duplicates were distinguished from the 

recycled plate by having incremented plate letters. See Chapter H2 where the Rondout and Huntington 

cases are profiled in detail. 

THE LARGER CONTEXT 

The recycling of plates discussed here was obviously an economy measure. However, it was not 

well-conceived because when the notes from the respective old and new banks came in for redemption, it 

was impossible for the sorters to properly credit all the redemptions to the correct bank. What the sorters 

required were distinctly different title block layouts to aid them, but even with those they were still sorting 

to titles that were the same for two banks. The sorters finally had a significant visual discriminator when 

overprinted charter numbers began to be overprinted on the notes in 1874. Later, policies were adopted that 

minimized the reuse of the same titles. 

Recycling of plates was not restricted to plates bearing the same titles between predecessor and 

successor banks. We have documented cases where the plates for the same banks were altered to carry new 

titles. Equally dramatic were cases where a plate mistaken made for a non-existent bank was altered for use 

by the intended bank or plates mistakenly made with incorrect titles had to be altered to correct the error. 

One wonders if it wouldn’t have been just as cost effective to make a new plate. This type of salvaging fell 

off dramatically after the Bureau of Engraving and Printing started making the plates beginning in 1875. 

A FINAL DETAIL 

At the outset of this article, it was stated that The First National Bank of Norwich was the second 

bank in the country to be reorganized under a new charter. The first was The First National Bank of Penn 

Yan, New York (169), a bank that was liquidated April 6, 1864, so that its officers could move it to Watkins, 

now called Watkins Glen. They reorganized as The First National Bank of Watkins, which was chartered 

April 1, 1864, with number 358. 

The Penn Yan bankers chose to liquidate and reorganize because there was no provision in national 

banking law at the time that allowed for moves. Their only other option was to win passage of a 

Congressional act or resolution authorizing the move. The only gain from using this procedure was that it 

would have allowed them to retain charter number 169. 

Ironically, they did win such an act nine years later on February 19, 1873, to allow them to move 

back to Penn Yan. The Comptroller approved the second move with title change to The First National Bank 

of Penn Yan on April 15, 1873. 
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